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Abstract. In the second part of this series, we introduce the mathematical model for the growth 

kinetics of gas hydrates in oil continuous flow. Mathematical description of the capillary filling-

up process is given (porosity evolution), coupled with growth phenomena already described in 

literature (gas absorption by the oil bulk, mass transfer particle/bulk, outer growth due to 

permeation). The range of closure parameters reported in literature for CH4 hydrates is used to 

understand the limiting steps of crystallization, being the evolution of the porosity the controlling 

factor in the asymptotic trend of the gas consumed over time. Furthermore, gas absorption by the 

bulk, and mass transfer particle-bulk is shown to be negligible for oil-continuous flow when 

considering a gas that is much more soluble in oil than in water. The model is simplified for 

engineering purposes, giving rise to an explicit semi-empirical equation for the gas consumption 

rate due to hydrate formation based on two independent parameters that are experimentally 

regressed. A criterion for the existence of wet or dry particles (water layer covering the particles 

in oil-continuous flow) is proposed in means of the competition of crystal integration in the outer 

surface vs. water permeation through the porous hydrate. 
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1. Introduction 

Gas hydrates are crystals that form when gas and water are in contact at considerably high 

pressure and low temperature conditions1. Uncontrolled growth and agglomeration of gas hydrates 

is reported as the number one problem in assuring flow of oil and gas production2. In the first part 

of this series3, we split the complex phenomena of gas hydrates formation under multiphase flow4–



 

7 (see as well videos published by Chen et al.8) in different size-scales that are capable of explaining 

their onset, growth, agglomeration and transportability in oil and gas production scenarios. In the 

second part, we focus on mathematical description of growth kinetics, that is, on determining the 

gas hydrate formation rate. 

Predictive models of crystal growth kinetics can assume complex mathematical description due 

to the number of phenomena involved. It is therefore common to consider a limiting step of 

crystallization. Different limiting steps were considered in gas hydrates literature, namely: 

(i) absorption of gas into the continuous phase9–13; (ii) gas transfer particle/bulk12; (iii) crystal 

integration9,10,14 (also called intrinsic kinetics); (iv) diffusion of gas through hydrate porous 

media13–15; (v) core shrinkage once gas reaches an inner core of water13–15 (discussion about 

existence of water core in flowing systems is given in the first part of this series3); 

(vi) crystallization during diffusion of gas through the porous hydrate15 (also considered as a 

varying diffusivity/permeation coefficient when modeling iv and vii14); and (vii) water permeation 

through the hydrate porous media, with consequent outer growth of the particle. All models need, 

to some extent, data regression from experiments. The models that consider less limiting steps11,13 

are of simpler regression, and therefore present better acceptance by industry. The more complex 

models stay theoretical and of difficult industrial application due to the high degree of freedom 

during regression, especially for gas-oil-water systems where phenomena (iv) to (vii) enter at play. 

There is a common sense that hydrate growth kinetic models are apparatus-dependent; that is, 

the regressed values of one experiment cannot be extrapolated to other scenarios. Whereas 

stochastic behavior was often attributed to hydrate growth kinetics, we understand that different 

apparatus size, measured conditions and fluid properties (e.g., water or oil continuous flow, dense 



 

or dilute flow, gas solubility in oil, multiphase flow pattern prior to onset of hydrate formation) 

can change the limiting steps of crystallization. 

In this article, we introduce new modelling of the evolution of porosity due to filling-up of the 

capillaries once crystallization occurs in the capillary walls. Further coupling with phenomena (i) 

to (vii) gives rise to a complete (but complex) model (section 2). The range of closure parameters 

reported in literature for CH4 hydrates (section 3) is used to understand the most probable limiting 

steps of crystallization in this case (section 4), and therefore the model is simplified to an 

engineering-based equation (section 5). 

 

2. Mathematical model 

A driving force is required for crystallization to initiate. For gas hydrates, this driving force is 

based on a difference of chemical potential of the gas component at the growing surface dissolved 

in liquid water and as a gas hydrate phase16. The chemical potential driving force is often 

simplified to the use of a fugacity driving force9, which by its turn relates linearly to the 

concentration by using Henry’s law for a dilute system17,18. Considering a first-order 

crystallization law and an activity coefficient of unity (in order to mathematically simplify the 

problem), the gas consumption rate due to hydrate formation comes: 

 
1 g i

w eq

whyd

dn k
C H f

A dt H
    (1) 

where A  is the growing surface, 
ik  is the constant of proportionality of crystal integration19 (also 

called intrinsic kinetics14 or rate of attachment of building units20), 
wH  is the Henry constant of 

gas in water (evaluated in the solubility form17, with units of [mol/(m3Pa)]; differently of the one 



 

used by Englezos et al.9, which is in the volatility form [Pa]), and 
 , eq

eq g T P
f f  is the gas fugacity 

evaluated at the gas-water-hydrate equilibrium pressure 
eqP  related to the system temperature T . 

This expression depends on the concentration of gas inside water C  at the growing surface. The 

maximum concentration is saturation of gas in water, where 
w gC H f , being 

gf  the gas fugacity 

at the gaseous free phase. Sometimes in literature,  w g eqH f f  (or simply 
g eqf f  or related 

subcooling 
eqT T T   ) is considered as the driving force for hydrate growth. This is only true if 

there is no mass transfer between the gaseous free phase to the crystal growing surface (called 

equilibrium mode in Figure 1), and represents the maximum theoretical driving force. Growth 

kinetics is, by definition, off equilibrium; thus all mass transfer processes for the gas to reach the 

growing surface cause the fugacity (and associated driving force) to decrease. To correctly model 

the mass transfer resistances is the challenge in hydrate growth kinetics literature. 

The following considerations are done in this study: (i) liquid dominated gas-oil-water flow, 

with oil continuous phase; (ii) at hydrates onset, both water and oil are saturated with gas; 

(iii) particles form over the water droplets (i.e., particles have the same size of water droplets); 

and (iv) agglomeration and deposition is neglected. Differently from what is usually modeled in 

literature, we neglect the kinetics associated to core shrinkage in the case of a shell-particle (see 

discussion in first part of the series3; mathematical proof is given later in this section). Further, 

the capillary walls, the outer surface of the particle and the bulk are considered at thermal 

equilibrium (mathematical proof in Section 1 of Supporting Material). 

 



 

 

Figure 1. Fugacity and gas concentration distribution for hydrate porous particles (hydrophilic) 

inside oil continuous flow. 

 

Figure 1 presents the mass transfer system and its associated fugacity and gas concentration 

distributions. The gas is submitted to the following processes: (a) solubilization into oil; 
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(ii) absorption by the oil continuous phase; (iii) distribution to all particles (the concept of bulk is 

used, therefore all particles receive the same concentration; discussion is given in Section 3); and 

(iv) mass transfer from bulk to particle. (v) Once gas arrives at the particle, it solubilizes in water 

(either into water accumulated at the outer surface, or into water trapped in the capillaries of the 

porous particle). Two distinct growing surfaces are considered: (vi) the capillary walls (gas 

diffuses through water entrapped in the capillary while simultaneously crystallize in its walls, 

causing the porous structure to seal-up in time); and (vii) the outer surface of the particle (the 

water that is permeated through the hydrate porous media crystallizes in the outer surface). The 

focus is to develop a predictive expression for the gas consumption rate due to hydrate formation 

given system pressure and temperature conditions, fluid properties and flow hydrodynamic 

conditions. 

 

Gas concentration in the bulk 

As gas is consumed at a rate 
g hyd

dn dt  due to growth of all particles i, the oil continuous phase 

starts to absorb gas from the gaseous free phase at a rate 
g abs

dn dt , as pointed in Figure 2. Herein, 

the concept of bulk is considered, i.e., the existence of part of the continuous phase where the 

concentration is homogeneous (constant in space). This concentration however evolves in time. 

Applying a gas molar balance in the bulk yields: 

g gb

abs hyd

dn dndn

dt dt dt
   with 

,g g i

ihyd hyd

dn dn

dt dt
  (2) 

The variable of interest is the bulk concentration9,12,21: 

b
b

b

n
C 


  

 b bb b b b
b b b

d Cdn dC d dC
C

dt dt dt dt dt

 
       (3) 



 

where b  is the bulk volume. We consider that the volume variation in time of the (oil) bulk is 

negligible, that is, 0bd dt  , since oil is incompressible and is not consumed during hydrate 

formation. Further implications in this consideration are: (i) no trapping of the oil phase into the 

porous structure of gas hydrates (which could happen in the presence of surfactant additives3); 

and (ii) negligible variations of the thicknesses of the absorption gas/bulk and mass transfer 

particle/bulk layers. 

The absorption process is modeled by a mass transfer coefficient 
absk , a gas-oil interfacial 

surface 
/g oA  and a concentration gradient from the gas-oil interface to the bulk, 

 / /g abs g o g o babs
dn dt k A C C  9,12. The multiphase (oil-water-gas) flow pattern is responsible for 

furnishing the gas-oil interfacial surface 
/g oA . Although Figure 2(a) depicts slug flow pattern 

(intermittent passage of elongated bubbles and liquid slug, commonly found in oil and gas 

production22), the model is applicable to different flow patterns since crystallization and 

multiphase flow occur in different length-scales. Yet assuming the gas-oil interface at equilibrium, 

then the gas concentration equals saturation, 
/ ,g o sat o o gC C H f  , where oH  is the Henry’s 

constant of gas inside oil and 
gf  is the gas fugacity in the gaseous free phase. Inside Eq. (2): 

 / ,

1

1 pn

abs g o g ib
o g b

ib b hyd

k A dndC
H f C

dt dt

  
 

  with 
0b o gt

C H f

  (4) 

where gas saturation inside the oil bulk is considered as the initial condition (the gas-oil-water 

mixture comes pressurized and heated from the wellbore and flows along the pipeline while 

gradually cools down up to reach the formation conditions). The two missing terms in Eq. (4) are: 

(i) the number of particles in the system 
pn , herein considered constant for the sake of 



 

simplification, but which vary due to agglomeration or breakage of particles12,21,23–25; and (ii) the 

gas consumption due to hydrate formation of each particle 
,g i hyd

dn dt . The modeling of the latter 

is the focus of the next sections. 

 

 

Figure 2. (a) The liquid continuous phase absorbs gas from the gaseous free phase, while the 

hydrate particles consume gas for crystal growth (depiction of intermittent slug flow pattern, but 

model can be used in any flow pattern since growth kinetics occur in a different length-scale 

compared to the flow). (b) Simplified control volume for mass balance considering a bulk region 

in the oil continuous phase. 
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In oil continuous flow, water is imprisoned in the hydrates porous structure (i.e., vanishing of 

free water flow3). Hydrates are usually very porous due to the high driving forces and presence of 

impurities in studied scenario19,26,27; and are hydrophilic28 as far as the oil phase is overall nonpolar 

and strong surfactants at enough dosage are not present3. Therefore, outward growth is subjected 

to water availability in the outer surface. The oil-water-hydrate wetted angle / /o w h  causes a 

capillary-induced flow that drains the trapped water out of the porous particle. In the case of 

creeping flow through the porous media, friction on the capillary walls is the main resistance to 

flow, thus Darcy’s law can be used to estimate the water permeation flow rate29,30: 

24 c
p

w b

PK
Q r

L




 
  

 
 with / / /2 coso w o w h

c

c

P
r

 
   (5) 

where 
b pL r  is the linear length of permeability (no capillary tortuosity comprised), herein 

considered equal to the particle radius; w  is the dynamic viscosity of water; /o w  is the oil-water 

interfacial surface; and 
cr  is the capillary radius. The problem consists on understanding how 

permeability K  changes over time (similar to the scale problem discussed in Chapter 2 of Civan30). 

For the sake of simplification, we consider a simple function of permeation depending on porosity, 

and we further model the porosity variation in time. We use the Kozeny-Carman model for a 

bundle of capillary cylindrical tubes31,32, divided by 3 since only 1/3 of the capillaries are pointing 

in the flowing direction29, and considering a correction factor   due to non-uniformities in the 

capillaries bundle once capillaries are connected in series or in parallel29 (also called 

interconnectivity parameter30): 

2

224

crK



  (6) 



 

where   is the porosity and   is the capillary tortuosity. It is worth noting that the porous media 

models applied in literature of gas hydrates are the Kozeny original model31, applied by Shi et 

al.14; and the Kozeny-Carman model31,32, applied by Mori and Mochizuki27. The difference here is 

the use of coefficient 24  (as proposed by Dullien29) instead of 1 8 ; and the use of 
2  instead 

of   for the Kozeny original model14,31. In any case, prediction of   is very sensitive to the porous 

media geometry and usually data regression is needed. Using Eq. (6) in (5), the permeation flow 

rate of water through the porous hydrate becomes: 

/ / /

2

cos

3

c p o w o w h

w

r r
Q

 
 

 
  (7) 

where  t
  will be modeled further in this article. If all the water that arrives to the outer surface 

of the particle instantly crystallizes14, then the water consumption due to hydrate formation (with 

related gas consumption) becomes: 

max

w w

out w

dn
Q

dt M


   and 

max

g w

wout

dn
Q

dt M




   (8) 

where   is the hydration number following the ‘stoichiometric’ relation 

 21 1G H O Hyd    ; and w  and wM  are the density and molar mass of water. This is the 

case of maximum hydrate formation rate in the outer surface. However, if sufficient water 

permeates through the hydrate shell, then water will be abundant and a crystal integration process 

based on the gas fugacity difference can limit outer growth. The gas consumed due to outer growth 

is modeled by a minimum function between permeation and crystal integration processes: 

, ,2min ; 4
g i out ow

p i eq

w oout

dn C
Q r k f

dt M H






  
    

  
 (9) 



 

where the fugacity in the outer surface comes from the equilibrium at the oil-water interface, 

, , , ,out w w out w out o out o oC H f f C H    (Figure 1). The oil phase is chosen, since 
,out oC  is the 

concentration that plays a role in mass exchange between the particle and the bulk: 

 , 2

, / ,4
g i

p m p b b out o

hyd

dn
r h C C

dt
     

,

, 2

, /

1 1

4

g i

out o b

p m p b hyd

dn
C C

r h dt

 
   
 
 

 (10) 

where 
, /m p bh  is the mass transfer coefficient between particle and bulk, and 

, , , 1g i g i c g ihyd out cap
dn dt dn dt n dn dt     refers to the gas consumption due to hydrate 

formation in one single particle i . Substituting Eqs. (7) and (10) in (9): 

/ / /

2

,
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cos
;

3
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1 1

4
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g i

g iout i
p b o eq

o p m p b hyd

r r

Mdn

dndt k
r C H f

H r h dt

  
 

  




 
 
 

     
     
      

 (11) 

which is an expression for the total gas consumption due to outer growth of the particle. In the 

Supporting Material (Section 2, Demonstration #1), it is shown how to retrieve the linear outer 

growth rate of the particle 
pdr dt  from Eq. (11), which has application into solving the growth 

term of the Particles’ Population Balance9,12,21,24 and in estimating the consolidation efficiency 

between two particles that efficiently collides33,34. 

 

Crystallization in the capillary walls 

The hydrate porous structure is considered entirely filled with water (hydrophilic nature14,28). 

Straight, cylindrical capillaries with an average radius of 
cr  are considered, valid for 

c cr L , 



 

being cL  the capillary length. As presented in Figure 3(a), gas is consumed in the capillary walls 

while it diffuses in z  direction, being 0z   at the outer surface of the particle and the positive 

direction of z  pointing inwardly to the particle. Considering: (i) stagnant water (water actually 

permeates at a low velocity, i.e., creeping flow, but this is neglected for the sake of simplification); 

(ii) steady-state concentration profile; and (iii) Fick’s law for diffusion of gas through water; then 

the molar balance applied to control volume of Figure 3(b) becomes: 

 
2

2

2
2 0i

w c w eq c

w

kd C
D r dz C H f r dz

dz H
      (12) 

where C  is the gas concentration inside the water trapped in the capillary, wD  is the gas diffusivity 

in water and 
wH  is the Henry’s constant of gas inside water. This differential equation, Eq. (12), 

is very similar to the literature of gas hydrate formation in CO2 droplets35–38, but for steady-state. 

As a new feature, herein we consider the influence of the enhancement of the crystallization surface 

per unit volume as the capillaries decrease in radius (coming from the ratio of the crystallization 

surface to diffusion volume, 22 2c c cr dz r dz r    for a cylindrical capillary), which was omitted 

in literature. In dimensionless form, the differential equation is: 

2
2

c2
Ha 0

d C
C

dz
   (13) 

c

2
Ha c i

w w

r k

D H
  (14) 

c

z
z

r
  (15) 

w eq

w eq

C H f
C

H f


  (16) 



 

 

Figure 3. (a) Gas diffuses through water inside the capillaries of the hydrate porous structure while 

it is consumed for crystallization in the capillary walls, causing a gas concentration distribution 

along the capillary. (b) Control volume for gas molar balance of Eq. (12). 
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where the Hatta number of the capillary 
cHa  expresses competition between crystal integration in 

the capillary walls and gas diffusion through water along the capillary (the same Hatta number 

analysis appears in Englezos et al.9, but applied to a different problem geometry; the Hatta number 

is similar to Damköhler number; for the capillaries we use Hatta, whereas Damköhler will be used 

in the agglomeration analysis of section 5). The dimensionless axial position is relative to the 

capillary radius, Eq. (15); whereas the dimensionless gas concentration is the driving force relative 

to the three-phase gas-water-hydrate equilibrium condition. This dimensionless concentration 

( ) ( ) 0w eq w eqC H f H f   is called supersaturation (not to be confused with the other definition of 

supersaturation also often applied in literature, ( ) 1w eqC H f  19). 

The first boundary condition at 0z   is a known concentration at the outer surface of the particle 

(inside water phase). In dimensionless form: 

,0 uz o t wCC

   

,

,0

out w w eq

out wz
w eq

C H f
C C

H f


   (17) 

which is estimated by considering the dissolution of gas passing from oil to water, with equilibrium 

at its interface: 

, ,out o out wf f   
, ,out o out w

o w

C C

H H
   

,

, , 2

, /

1 1

4

g iw w
out w out o b

o o p m p b hyd

dnH H
C C C

H H r h dt

  
     

    

 (18) 

where 
,out oC  is the concentration used in the mass transfer process between the particle and the 

bulk, estimated through Eq. (10). Due to the implicit nature of this boundary condition on 

,( )g i hyd
dn dt , a quasi-steady state approach is used; that is, 

,g i hyd
dn dt  is considered nearly 

constant in one time step of the solution and then updated for the next one. 



 

The second boundary condition is taken as an existent water core that will completely consume 

the remaining gas in the inner surface of the particle in the case of inner growth (core shrinkage) 

at cz L : 

 2 2

c

c

i
c w c w eqz L

z L w

kdC
r D r C H f

dz H
 




      
2

cHa

2c c

c

c i

z L z L
w wz z

r kdC
C C

dz D H  


   (19) 

The inner core is herein considered to exist to further prove that it is very unlikely that gas can 

penetrate considerable distances up to reach the water core at enough concentrations that would 

promote core shrinkage. The capillary length, in the case of water core existence, is described by 

the capillary tortuosity multiplied by the shell width,  c p inL r r  , being inr  the inner and outer 

radius of the shelled particle. The dimensionless capillary length is 
c c cL L r . The gas 

concentration at the inner core is considered equal to the arriving gas concentration from the gas 

diffusion in water, 
cLin z

C C


 , since gas diffusion through solid is negligible at the given system 

temperatures39,40. This boundary condition naturally converges for the non-existence of inner 

growth in the case of large capillary lengths, where gas consumption is such that no driving force 

exists at the end of the capillary: 

If  p in cr r r    then z  , with 0
z

C


  and 0
z

dC

dz


  (20) 

Solving Eq. (13) with boundary conditions of Eqs. (17) and (19) yields: 
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Knowing that    limsinh limcosh
x x

x x
 

  and that the hyperbolic sine and cosine converge for 

considerably small arguments ( 2.5) ; then Eq. (21) can be rewritten as: 

     c, ccosh Ha sinh Haout wz
C C z z     for 

cHa 2.5cL   (22) 

Notice that Eq. (22) is the solution of Eq. (13) when considering that no driving force exists in 

the inner surface of the particle, i.e., boundary condition of Eq. (20). Therefore, criterion 

cHa 2.5cL   can be used to understand if ever inner growth is important or not. Considering the 

range of values of Table 1 for CH4 hydrates, then cHa 0.01 2.7  , which gives a critical 

penetration length of gas inside the capillaries of , 0.9 168c critL    (such a variation comes from 

the high degree of incompatibility in literature for ik  estimation; further discussion is given in 

Sections 3 and 4). For capillary lengths higher than the critical one, all gas is consumed in the 

capillaries and inner growth will not happen even if the water core exists. Considering, e.g., 

0.5 μmcr  , then 
, 0.5 83.2 μmc critL   . With a capillary tortuosity of 5  , the maximum shell 

width for inner growth to be important ranges from 
, 0.1 16.6 μmc critL   , which is negligible for 

the length scale of particles of this study (~ 1 mm; see Figure 6). Actually, if ever the water core 

exists, the range of widths where core shrinkage is important would cause very unstable shells, 

which would split due to flow turbulence and rearrange into a porous structure41. From now on 

in this article, we consider mathematically proved that core shrinkage is not an important 

phenomenon for flowing systems in the means of the range of closure parameters available in 

literature (at least for the CH4 case). 

By substituting Eqs. (18) and (22) in (1), by recognizing that 

, , , 1g i g i c g ihyd out cap
dn dt dn dt n dn dt     and by multiplying by the number of capillaries per 



 

particle cn  and the number of particles in the system pn , the total gas consumption due to 

crystallization in the capillary walls (of all capillaries in all particles) is (see Section 2, 

Demonstration #2 of Supporting Material): 

 

3/2
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g g ic b
p c w w i eq
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dn dnr C
n n H D k f
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 (23) 

3/2

2

, /

2

4

c w c w i

m p b o p w

n H r D k

h H r H
   (24) 

where   represents how the resistance due to mass transfer between the particle and the bulk 

affects consumption in the capillary walls. For , / 0m p bh    , this resistance is negligible; 

and for  , / 0 1m p bh      , mass transfer between particle and bulk is predominant. Yet, 

the last term inside parenthesis couples outer growth with crystallization in the capillary walls, that 

is, gas consumption in outer growth reduces gas availability to diffuse into the capillaries. In 

Eq. (23), both the number of capillaries and the number of particles evolve in time and represent 

the coupling between the scales of the capillary (~ 0.1 1 μm) , the particle (~ 0.5 5 mm)  and the 

pipeline diameter (~ 0.1 0.5 m)  in order to find the total amount of gas consumption per unit 

volume of the pipeline. The evolution of the number of capillaries will be treated in the next 

section, whereas the number of particles is fixed for this study (hypothesis of no agglomeration). 

 

Porosity evolution in time 

Whereas a constant averaged capillary radius is considered throughout the entire crystallization 

process, the evolution of the number of capillaries per particle in time is taken into consideration. 

Herein, a capillary is counted only if its extremity is open to the outer surface, i.e., to the oil 



 

continuous phase. Otherwise, gas diffusion through the solid hydrate matrix would be necessary 

for the gas to get in contact with water (which is negligible for the low temperatures where hydrates 

form39,40). The capillaries fill-up in time due to crystallization in their walls, but new capillaries 

can as well be formed due to tensioning and cracking of the crystalline structure (particles are 

deformable). A simplified population balance of the number of capillaries per particle is stated as: 

c
c c

dn
B D

dt
   with ,0c c int

n n

  (25) 

where cB  is the birth rate of capillaries, cD  is the death rate of capillaries and ,c inn  is the initial 

number of capillaries. The capillaries are considered dead (closed) once  ,
0

c t z
r   for any z . The 

death ratio of capillaries is defined as the time required for the most critical z  position of the 

capillary to close up, which occurs at 0z   (larger driving force). In this case, the driving force 

comes from the boundary condition, Eq. (17). Yet relating the gas consumption rate to the volume 

of hydrate formed, then the maximum constriction rate of a capillary is (see Section 2, 

Demonstration #3 of Supporting Material): 

     , ,

0

1 1c h i h i
out w w eq w eq out w

z h w h w

dr M k M k
C H f H f C cte

dt H H
 

 

        (26) 

considered quasi-static, that is, ,out wC  varies slightly between two consecutive time steps, thus can 

be considered as constant and updated from step to step. By integrating from the initial capillary 

radius up to zero (total closing) and from time zero to the time the capillary takes to close closet : 

  
,

,

1

1

h w
close c in

h iout w w eq

H
t r

M kC H f






 
 (27) 



 

where ,c inr  is the initial size of the capillary, whose notation can be simplified to the averaged 

capillary radius cr . From Eq. (27), the time a capillary takes to close is directly proportional to its 

initial size and inversely proportional to the crystal integration rate and driving force. Considering 

a monodispersed distribution of capillaries (i.e., all capillaries have the same size), then cn  identic 

capillaries close at the same time closet , leading to the death rate: 

c
c

close

n
D

t
  (28) 

Whereas death rate is estimated through mass transfer in the capillary, the birth rate of capillaries 

is yet an open question in this study. Assuming that the particle is highly deformable, flow 

oscillations squeeze water from the ‘sponge’ promoting internal tensions with micro-cracking of 

new capillaries (Figure 4(a)). This birth rate should then be related to the mixture flow rate. 

Another phenomenon is the filling-up process of the capillaries that squeeze out part of the trapped 

water, since the volumetric growth of hydrate is higher than the volumetric consumption of 

water40. If the capillaries fill-up homogeneously, then no internal tensions would happen. 

However, the filling-up process occurs from the outside to the inside of the particle (as shown 

Figure 4(b) due to higher driving forces near the outer surface of the particle), therefore trapping 

the water. Thus, a certain level of pressurization occurs (since water is incompressible), creating 

internal tensions and micro-cracking the structure. The just blocked capillaries then reopen (or new 

capillaries can be formed as well). In this case, it is fair to consider a birth rate proportional to the 

death rate, since the higher the filling-up rate of the capillaries, the higher the internal tensions 

created due to water squeezing: 

c cB D   c
c c

close

n
B D

t
    (29) 



 

 

Figure 4. Birth of capillaries occur due to micro-cracking of the crystalline structure due to: 

(a) flow oscillations with consequent particle squeezing; and (b) squeezing of New capillaries (or 

reopening of already closed capillaries) occur due to micro-cracking of the crystalline structure 

water due to crystallization (hydrates occupy more volume than the consumed water). 

 

where   represents the birth-to-death ratio of capillaries. A value in the range of 0 1   shall 

be adopted, where: (i) 0   represents no birth of capillaries, that is, all the capillaries would 

definitively close during time step closet ; (ii) 1   represents that the same amount of capillaries 

that close will open, and no average filling-up of capillary would happen over time, with no mass 

transfer limitation; and (iii) 1   would represents a higher quantity of capillaries being created 

than the ones being filled-up, which has no physical meaning if considering that the filling-up 

(b)

(a)

c
r

2π
c

A r dz

dz

cdr dt



 

process generates the internal tensions for the birth of capillaries. Actually, when evaluating the 

ratio between the time hydrates take to form (~ 30 min to 2 h42) and that capillaries take to close 

(~ 30 ms to 30 s; Eq. (27) with values of Table 1), the value of   needs to be slightly lower than 

unity in order to explain the experimental results of literature. Interpretation of this birth-to-death 

ratio is done as follows: 1 1 100   means that at each 100 capillaries that are filled-up, 99 

capillaries are created (or reopened) due to the internal tensions and consequent micro-cracking of 

the particle structure. Therefore, only 1 out of 100 capillaries is, in average, filled-up during the 

time lapse closet . 

Solving Eq. (25) and using Eqs. (27) to (29), the evolution of the number of capillaries per 

particle becomes: 

   , ,exp 1 1 h i
c c in out w w eq

h c w

M k
n n C H f t

r H
 



 
     

 
 (30) 

being lim 0c
t

n


  for 0 1  , i.e., the capillaries will all close given enough time, which explains 

the asymptote of gas hydrate formation at water conversions much lower than 100%5,13,14,43 in 

means of a decrease in the active surface for crystallization up to complete blockage of contact 

between gas and water (that is, the remaining water stays sealed inside the hydrate porous 

structure). Finally, the porosity at the outer surface of the particle (i.e., the porosity that is open) is 

related to the number of capillaries as: 

2

24

c c

p

n r

r
   (31) 

or yet 
2 2

in , , 4c in c in pn r r   for the initial surface porosity. For an average capillary radius ,c c inr r , 

Eq. (30) equivalent for the porosity evolution over time states: 



 

   in ,exp 1 1 h i
out w w eq

h c w

M k
C H f t

r H
   



 
     

 
 (32) 

where ,out wC  relates to the bulk concentration through Eq. (18). 

 

Calculation of total gas consumption rate / hydrate formation rate 

The total gas consumption rate is due to hydrate formation at the outer surface and at the 

capillary walls of all pn  particles: 

, ,

1

pn

g g i g i

ihyd out cap

dn dn dn

dt dt dt

 
    
 
 

  (33) 

Solution for the total gas consumption rate g hyd
dn dt  is given by Eq. (33) using: (i) the gas 

consumption due to outer growth, Eq. (11); (ii) the gas consumption in the capillary walls, 

Eq. (23); (iii) the number of open-capillaries (or porosity), Eqs. (30) and (32); and (iv) the gas 

concentration in the water layer at the outer surface of the particle, Eq. (18). The final expression 

is implicit in g hyd
dn dt , and therefore a quasi-static numerical solution is employed, being the 

implicit terms of g hyd
dn dt  evaluated at the last time step and updated from step to step in the 

solution. Further coupling with Eq. (4) for the bulk concentration is needed (via numerical 

integration). The final system is 2 2  (gas consumption rate and bulk concentration). Finally, the 

hydrate formation rate and water consumption rate (molar basis) are found through the 

‘stoichiometric’ relation  21 1G H O Hyd    : 

 1
gh

hyd

dndn

dt dt


 
   
 
 

 (34) 
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3. Model closure and comparison with experimental data 

Total closure of such predictive model for hydrate formation is hard to achieve. In this study, we 

selected methane hydrates (sI) for model trend validation due to the larger availability of closure 

parameters. Table 1 presents the range of values found in literature. The model was regressed 

against an experiment in the flow loop described by Melchuna et al.5 for deionized water, methane 

and Kerdane44 (light oil with composition from C11 to C14) at medium water cut (32.25 vol%). 

Methane is saturated in the liquid phase (that is, there is no free gaseous phase in the flow loop). 

The characteristics of the flow loop and of the measured case are presented in Table 2. 

Infinite sets of regressed parameters are possible due to the considerable high degrees of freedom 

of the model, which is common in micro-scale problems of coupled crystallization and porous 

media (see, e.g., Shi et al.14). Figure 5 compares model vs. experiment for the molar amount of gas 

consumed over time, which shows that the model is capable of predicting the asymptotic trend of 

gas consumption over time. 

A sapphire window was inserted in the flow loop to estimate the size of water droplets prior to 

hydrate formation. The flow is submitted to an expansion and change of cross section geometry as 

it passes through the sapphire window (due to design restrictions on the sapphire window, e.g., 

sapphire window is not circular), which introduce uncertainties in the measured droplet size. The 

droplet size thus may be interpreted as an order of magnitude (droplets are in the mm-scale), but 

not as an exact value. Figure 6 presents photographs of the water-in-oil dispersion flow before 

hydrate formation and 10 s after. 



 

A key parameter that triggers the entire crystallization process is the constant of proportionality 

of crystal integration ik . In literature, ik  is experimentally regressed by using the law of Eq. (1) 

(or a correspondent one for driving forces on chemical potential16, concentration19 or molar 

fraction45); and by using a model for the mass transfer resistances in order to predict the gas 

concentration C  at the growing surface in means of the gas fugacity  ,gf T P  at the gaseous free 

phase. The reported values for sI methane hydrates spreads over several orders of magnitude, 

12 7 25.5 10 1.8 10  mol/(m sPa)ik      9,46,47. This is mostly due to: (i) uncertainties on the 

determination of the active surface area of crystallization, i.e., a high number of small particles, 

which present a rough/porous surface; and (ii) uncertainties on the estimation of the mass transfer 

resistances (which is model-dependent). 

The model herein presented can be used to predict ik  by considering that: (i) in the very 

beginning of nucleation, there is no porous structure yet, thus no permeation or crystallization in 

capillaries exist; (ii) the growing surface is equal to the droplets surface; and (iii) gas is saturated 

inside water, thus the driving force is g eqf f . From Eq. (1): 

  2

,

1

4
nuc

g

i

d d g eq hyd t t

dn
k

dtn r f f


 
  
 
 

 (36) 

where 
33 WC (4 )d L dn r   is the number of droplets in the system considering an average droplet 

size dr , WC  is the water cut (volumetric fraction of water inside oil-water mixture) and L  the 

liquid volume (water + oil). Equation (36) is valid for a homogeneously dispersed flow (i.e., low 

water cut and high mixture velocity48), where droplets are fairly round; and considers that all 

droplets interact equally during nucleation (concept of instantaneous nucleation49). From Figure 6, 

we see that the hypothesis of instantaneous nucleation is valid since all droplets are converted to 



 

hydrate particles in the first 10 s of crystallization. However, the flow prior to nucleation is dense, 

incurring in a considerable range of droplet radius, 0.4 2 mmdr    (Table 2). Using the values of 

Table 1 and the experimental value of 3

,
1.1 10 mol/s

nuc
g hyd t t

dn dt 


    (derivative of Figure 5, 

being 0nuct   in Figure 5) into Eq. (36), then 
11 21.6 8.3 10  mol/(m sPa)ik    . This shows the 

high sensitivity of Eq. (36) to the droplet size, giving deviations in about one order of magnitude 

for ik . The regressed values are in between the proposed values of Englezos et al.9 and Shi et al.14. 

We adopted 
11 24.1 10  mol/(m sPa)ik    (for 1 mmdr  ). 

Whereas during nucleation all droplets are considered to crystallize evenly (since bulk is 

saturated), the same cannot be considered during growth. The flow is considerably dense and the 

small amount of gas contained in the small oil film in between particles is consumed during 

nucleation. Since no mass transfer resistances due to gas distribution inside the continuous phase 

is considered during modeling (concept of bulk), then only a part of the particles (the ones closer 

to the gas-oil interface) are crystallizing. The number of particles is then proportional to the number 

of droplets: 

3

WC3

4

L
p p d p

d

n n
r

 



   (37) 

where 1 0p   is called the efficiency of particles interacting with the bulk. The value of 1p   

is achieved when the gas is distributed evenly in the oil continuous phase (that is, if a bulk exists 

over the entire process, as considered during the modeling). This happens if the particles do not 

interact among themselves, that is: (i) the flow is dilute; (ii) the distance of the farther particle to 

the gas-oil interface is considerably small; and (iii) the system is highly mixed. As the system 

increase in size (i.e., larger distances of particles to gas-oil interface) and the flow becomes dense, 



 

interaction between particles cannot be neglected. In this case, the gas concentration will be 

dependent on the distance of the particle to the gas-oil interface. That is, the gas consumption by 

the particles closer to the gas-oil interface disturb crystallization of the farther particles, causing a 

uneven crystallization, where the hypothesis of bulk (a region of the continuous phase where 

concentration is homogeneous in space) is not valid; which gives rise to the use of parameter p . 

From Figure 6, it is clear that the particles are larger than the droplets prior to nucleation and that 

the flow is dense. A possible way of diluting the flow and avoiding agglomeration is by using 

chemical additives (e.g., anti-agglomerants, often with surfactant properties). However, some other 

properties of the phases would be unknown in the presence of the said additives (e.g., ik  reference 

order of magnitude), therefore we did not used additives in this study. Yet, dilution in the flow 

loop employed would not avoid the use of p -parameter, since the available experimental 

apparatus presents long distances from gas-oil interface to the flowing volume (no free gaseous 

phase, thus 0p   is expected). The introduction of a gas free phase (e.g., the flow loop of Ding 

et al.6,7,50) reduces the distance of particle to gas-oil interface, but incur in designing liquid-gas 

separation prior to the pumping system and gas reinjection after it. The flow loop available for this 

study is however not setup for such a task. 

Finally, for parameters regression, we adopted the average droplet size filmed with the camera 

for the initial particle size, 1mmd pr r  . The capillary radius is kept at 0.5 μmcr   (in coherence 

with microscope visualization51,52) and the tortuosity at 5   (coherent with discussion given by 

Dullien29). Although an infinite set of regressed values exist, it should explain the asymptotic value 

of gas consumed shown in Figure 5 and its curvature. The asymptotic value is dependent on p  

and in . In order to keep a fairly high initial porosity of hydrates26 (> 50%), then 0p   



 

converges to values close to zero. The curvature of Figure 5 is dependent on the closure time-scale 

of a capillary, Eq. (27). This time-scale is small (since capillaries are small and crystal integration 

is considerably fast for any ik  parameter adopted), giving 32.3scloset   for the adopted 

11 24.1 10  mol/(m sPa)ik   . Therefore,  -parameter needs to assume low values (that is, 

cracking of a considerable number of capillaries occur at the same time that other capillaries close) 

in order to achieve the total time-scale of the experiment (~ 2 h), Figure 5. Regression converges 

to 1 0.019  , which means that at each 1000 capillaries that close during closet , only 19 remain 

closed and the other ones reopen. 

 

Table 1. Range of values and adopted ones for model closure. 

Parameter Order of magnitude from literature Adopted value 

Constant of proportionality of 

crystal integration9,46,47,53 (CH4 

hydrates) 

12 7

2

mol
5.5 10 1.8 10  

m sPa
ik       

11 24.1 10  mol/(m sPa)ik  
a 

Absorption coefficient12,42 
/ 4 2 -15 10 2 10 s

abs g b

b

k A
    


 / 2 -11 10 s

abs g b

b

k A
 



b 

Mass transfer coefficient 

between particle and bulk39 

1/2 1/3

p pSh 2 0.6Re Sc  c /p bU J
d 

Henry’s constant of methane 

in water 
5

3

1 1 mol
1.4 10 exp 1600

m Pa
wH

T T

     
          

e 
5

3

mol
2.06 10

m Pa
wH   f 

Henry’s constant of methane 

in Kerdane42,54 
4

3

mol
1.1 3.5 10

m Pa

  g 
4

3

mol
2.70 10

m Pa
oH   h 

Properties of methane sI 

hydrates55,56 

3917kg mh   ; 317.7 10 kg molhM    ; 

5.75   

6  i 

Kerdane properties44 3815kg mo   ; 0.0257 N/mo   ; 32 10 Pa.so
 

j 

Water and methane properties Evaluated through RefProp57, which calculates accurate methane properties58 

Diffusivities of methane in 

water and Kerdane59 
  9 21.24 2.35 10 m /sg wD    k 9 21.24 10 m /sg wD   l 

10g o g wD D 
m 

Equilibrium pressure for a 

given system temperature 
 12 58.34 10 exp 0.105 10eqP T    

n 
542.9 10 PaeqP    

Gas fugacity in gaseous free 

phase 

Methane fugacity from Refprop57 evaluated at 

system pressure and temperature ( , )P T  

567.2 10 Pagf    

Gas fugacity at three-phase 

methane-water-hydrate 

equilibrium 

Methane fugacity from Refprop57 evaluated at 

equilibrium pressure and system temperature 

( , )eqP T  

539.1 10 Paeqf    



 

Hydrate porosity 
sup 10 40%    for aged hydrates in permafrost51 

sup 50%   for hydrates just formed in flowing 

conditions26,60 

60%in   

Capillary radius 0.1 0.5 μmcr  
o 0.5μmcr   

Capillary tortuosity29,32,61 1 8    5   

Interconnectivity of 

capillaries29 
0.001 0.02   p 0.02   

Oil-water interfacial tension 
/w o w o    q / 0.0491 N/mw o   

Oil-water-hydrate wetted 

angle (water-side) 
/ / 90o

o w h 
r o

/ / 60o w h   

Birth-to-death ratio of 

capillaries 
0 1  , with probable 1  s 1 0.019   

Efficiency of particles 

interacting with the bulk 
1p   dilute flow, small systems 

0 1p  dense flow, large systems 

0.03p 
t 

Notes: aUsing Eq. (36) for 1 mmp dr r  . bConsistent with methane-water in batch reactor with high agitation12; and 

water-Kerdane in flow loop, 30% WC, J = 0.68 m/s42. cCorrelation for forced convection over spheres. Relative 

velocity (slip velocity) between particle and bulk 
/p bU  is unknown. Maximum is the mixture velocity, 

/p bU J . 

Minimum is zero, where 
pSh 2  stays for stagnant liquid. With: 

p /Sh (2 )m g o ph D r , 
p /Re 2 o p b p oU r  , 

/Sc ( )o o g oD  . dValid for highly agitated systems, turbulent flow. eWith: 298.15KT   . Validity: 

 20KT T  17. fFor 5oC. gRange of values retrieved for methane in Kerdane42 using definition of Henry’s 

constant of Sander17, but using fugacity instead of pressure. Fugacity is evaluated through RefProp57. This range was 

checked against methane solubility data54 in Hexane, Decane and Dodecane for 5(10 100) 10 PaP   , 

277 400 KT  . hFor Kerdane at 80 bar and 5oC42. iSince hydrate kinetics cause less cage occupancy, then 5.75   

(theoretical value for sI hydrate). jNewtonian behavior. Viscosity measured in rheometer for 4oC, 1 bar. kFor 

283 308 KT   and 1 bar. lFor 283 K. mAssumption that diffusivity of methane in Kerdane is one order of 

magnitude higher than methane in water. nPressure in [Pa], temperature in [K]. Regressed from CSMGem62–65 for 

Methane sI hydrates. Valid for 5(30 100) 10 PaeqP   . oVisualized in microscope for natural gas hydrates in 

permafrost51 and CH4 hydrates formed over ice52. pEvaluated by considering serial and parallel connection non-

uniformities with capillaries of one order of magnitude of difference in size, length and number (page 173 of Dullien29; 

range of values found by multiplying Eq. (4.3.9) by Eq. (4.3.10), that is, existence of both non-uniformities). 
qAntonoff rule66, valid for immiscible fluids. rHydrates are hydrophilic14,28. sOnly a few capillaries actually stay closed 

due to squeezing of a very incompressible fluid, the water. tThe flow loop used is large and flow is considerably dense. 

  



 

 

Table 2. Characteristics of the experiment for methane hydrate formation in the flow loop 

described by Melchuna et al.5 

Fluids Methane / Kerdane44 / Deionized water 

Pipeline internal diameter 10.2 mm 

Temperature 278 K 

Pressure 80 × 105 Pa 

Mixture velocity 0.68 m/s 

Water cut 32.25 % 

Volume of mixture inside flow loop 0.01 m3 (10 liters) 

Droplet radius before hydrates onseta 0.4 - 2 mm, average radius of 1 mm 
aEstimated from flow visualization and manual data treatment with Web Plot Digitizer67. 

 

 

Figure 5. Model trend validation against experimental data for the molar amount of gas consumed 

over time. Closure properties from Table 1. 
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Figure 6: High-speed imaging photos of: (a) the water-in-oil emulsion flow before the onset of 

hydrate formation and (b) 10 s after the onset. 

 

4. Sensitivity analysis and limiting steps of crystallization 

This section is intended to understand model sensitivity to the main closure parameters and to 

understand the limiting steps of crystallization. The base values are given in Table 1. For mass 

transfer resistances in series (absorption, mass transfer, or permeation vs. crystal integration for 

outer growth), the limiting step is given as the phenomena that predicts the lower value of molar 

transfer rate gdn dt . For parallel resistances (outer growth vs. crystallization in capillaries), the 

higher value of gdn dt  represents the limiting step. More than one phenomena can be at play if 

they predict the same order of magnitude for gdn dt . Since the phenomena evolve in time (e.g., 

particles seal up), then the limiting step can change. 
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Flow



 

Characteristic trends of the model 

Figure 7 presents the trends captured by the model when using the base values of Table 1. The 

porosity (Figure 7(a), Eq. (32)), decreases exponentially in time. As the pores close, the active 

surface for crystallization decreases, thus decreasing the gas consumption rate (Figure 7(b)). This 

explains the gas consumption asymptote found in Figure 5. The slight discontinuity in the gas 

consumption rate (Figure 7(b), marked by a gray dashed line) is due to commutation of limiting 

phenomena of outer growth from crystal integration to permeation. This will be better discussed 

in a later subsection. The gas concentration in the bulk has a dive in the first minutes of 

crystallization (Figure 7(c)), due the higher amount of gas consumption and consequent depletion 

of the bulk (second term of the RHS of Eq. (4)). This triggers the absorption process (first term of 

the RHS of Eq. (4)), and the bulk starts to replenish. With the decrease of gas consumption, the 

gas reaches concentrations close to saturation in the bulk at the end of the crystallization process. 

It is worth noting that, even if a steep dive occurs in gas concentration in oil at the beginning of 

crystallization (~ 25 mol/m3), this is reflected as only a small dive in gas concentration in water 

(~ 1 mol/m3) due to much higher solubilities of methane in oil than in water ( )o wH H , 

information that will be further used to discuss processes of absorption and mass transfer in the 

particle/bulk. 

 



 

 

Figure 7: Trends captured by the model for: (a) porosity evolution in time; (b) gas consumption 

rate; and (c) gas concentration in the bulk and at the outer surface (in oil and in water). Closure 

properties from Table 1. 
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Gas absorption by the bulk: influence of gas solubility in oil and absorption coefficient 

Gas absorption limits crystallization if the maximum absorption rate is in the same order of 

magnitude of the gas consumption rate measured in the experiment. By using the absorption law 

(first term of the RHS of Eq. (4)) and by recognizing that when the absorption process limits 

hydrate formation then gas concentration in the bulk drops to the equilibrium level, b o eqC H f : 

(A)  
max

/ ,

1

pn

g abs g o g i

o g eq

ioabs hyd

dn k A dn
H f f

dt dt

 
    
 
 

 , then no absorption-limited 

crystallization 

(B)  
max

/ ,

1

pn

g abs g o g i

o g eq

ioabs hyd

dn k A dn
H f f

dt dt

 
    
 
 

 , then absorption-limited crystallization 

Therefore, gas absorption is prone to limit crystallization when: (i) the absorption coefficient is 

low, for low agitated systems; (ii) the gas-oil interfacial surface per unit volume is small; and 

(iii) the solubility of gas inside oil is low, that is, low values of oH . The driving force  g eqf f  

appears in almost all terms of the model (excluding the permeation term for outer growth), thus its 

use is more complex into drawing conclusions of the limiting step. A later subsection will discuss 

effects of driving force. 

Figure 8(a) presents the gas consumption rate estimated by the model for the extreme values of 

the range 
4 2 1

/5 10 2 10 sabs g b bk A        (specific absorption coefficient; Table 1). This 

parameter represents (i) and (ii) and is related to the multiphase flow pattern. For any adopted 

value (and considering the gas solubilities of Table 1, with 10o wH H ), there is always enough 

gas inside oil (as already discussed from (Figure 7(c)), therefore absorption is never limiting 

crystallization. Although the gas concentration in water at the outer surface of the particle drops 



 

in up to ~ 6% in the beginning of hydrate formation (Figure 8(b)), high supersaturations are kept 

because the bulk remains full of gas (even if mixing/absorption is low, when 

4 1

/ 5 10 sabs g b bk A     , Figure 8(c), red line) and porosity decreases as fast as in the case of high 

absorption (
2 1

/ 10 sabs g b bk A    , black line). In both cases, the gas consumption rate presents a 

decreasing trend (Figure 8(d)), characteristic of limitation by the sealing of capillaries. 

Therefore, absorption-limited processes are expected to be more important when the gas 

solubility in the continuous phase present the same order of magnitude (or lower) than the 

solubility of the same gas in water. Absorption-limited crystallization is expected for, e.g.,: (i) CO2 

hydrates, being CO2 solubility in water one order of magnitude higher than CH4 in water (

2 2

4 3

/ 3.3 10 mol/(m Pa)CO H OH   17); or (ii) when water is the continuous phase. Indeed, 

experimental evidences5,42 report lower consumption rates for water continuous cases (high water 

cut systems). 

Sensitivity of the model to the ratio of gas solubility in oil and water is also presented in Figure 

8. When mixing/absorption is high (
2 1

/ 1 10 sabs g b bk A     , blue line), the bulk is quickly 

replenished so the gas concentration inside water at the outer surface of the particle is always kept 

high (maximum drop of ~ 11%; Figure 8(b)), and therefore the porosity seals up in a similar time-

scale (Figure 8(c)) and the gas consumption rate is similar (Figure 8(d)). That is, even if gas 

solubility in water and in oil are similar ( )o wH H , the absorption process does not limit hydrate 

formation if the system is highly mixed. 

 



 

 

Figure 8: Sensitivity analysis of hydrate formation to specific absorption coefficient /( )abs g b bk A   

and gas solubility (Henry’s constant) in oil and water ( , )o wH H  (other parameters come from 

Table 1). Evolution in time of: (a) gas consumed due to hydrate formation; (b) gas concentration 

in the outer surface of the particle inside water; (c) porosity; and (d) gas consumption rate due to 

hydrate formation. Absorption of gas by the bulk is capable of limiting crystallization for systems 

with low/medium mixing and gas solubility in oil (continuous phase) in the same order of gas 

solubility in water. 

 

For lower absorption coefficients (
4 1

/ 5 10 sabs g b bk A      for low mixing, orange line; and 

3 1

/ 1 10 sabs g b bk A      for medium mixing, green line), absorption starts to play a role. The gas 
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consumed assumes a straight line trend (Figure 8(a); the same was observed for water continuous 

experiments9,12). The gas concentration inside water in the outer surface drops in up to ~ 35% and 

take much longer time to be replenished towards saturation (Figure 8(b)). This reduces the driving 

force to seal up the capillaries, causing a slower porosity decrease in time (Figure 8(c)). As a 

consequence, the gas consumption rate due to hydrate formation drops to a nearly constant value 

in the first 20 min, and remains at this value for the next ~ 100-150 min (Figure 8(d)). Once the 

porosity reaches lower values, the active surface for crystallization decreases to such a point that 

the amount of gas consumed rate due to crystallization is lower than the maximum absorption rate, 

max

g g

hyd abs

dn dn

dt dt
  . Then the bulk starts to refill, furnishing higher driving forces to the outer 

surface of the particle (Figure 8(b)). This is when limitation start to be due to the capillaries sealing-

up process, where the gas consumption rate drops (Figure 8(d); ~ 100-120 min for green line; 

~ 150-200 min for orange line) and the gas consumed start behaving asymptotically (Figure 8(a)). 

The model captures the inversion of the limiting process from absorption to sealing-up of 

capillaries (linear to asymptotic trend in Figure 8(a); nearly constant to a dropping trend in Figure 

8(d)), whereas the two limitations are actually competitive through a certain range of time 

(50 150min)t  . 

 

Mass transfer between bulk and particle: influence of particle slip velocity 

Mass transfer between bulk and particle limits crystallization if the maximum mass transfer rate 

is in the same order of magnitude of the experimental gas consumption rate (per particle). In the 

case of mass transfer being the only limiting process for hydrate formation, then: (i) absorption 

can be neglected and the bulk concentration tends to the saturation concentration, b o gC H f ; and 



 

(ii) the resistances of crystal integration can be neglected, thus the concentration at the outer 

surface of the particle drops to the equilibrium level, out o eqC H f . Using the mass transfer law 

around spherical particles of Eq. (10): 

(C)  
max

, ,2

, /

/

4
g i g i

p m p b o g eq

p b hyd

dn dn
r h H f f

dt dt
     , then no particle/bulk mass transfer-

limited crystallization 

(D)  
max

, ,2

, /

/

4
g i g i

p m p b o g eq

p b hyd

dn dn
r h H f f

dt dt
     , then particle/bulk mass transfer-limited 

crystallization 

Note that: (i) for mass transfer particle/bulk, the gas consumption rate per particle is used 

,g i hyd
dn dt , instead of the total gas consumption rate of the system  ,

1

pn

g i hyd
i

dn dt


  as used 

for understanding limitation of gas absorption in criteria (A,B); (ii) the use of 
24 pr  as surface for 

mass change and  , ,

1

1 pn

g i g ihyd hyd
ip

dn dt dn dt
n 

    incur in considering that all particles change 

mass evenly with the bulk, therefore this criterion does not take particle-particle interactions into 

consideration. 

The key parameter that plays a role on mass transfer limited crystallization is the relative velocity 

between the particle and the bulk (also called slip velocity), which is implicit inside the mass 

transfer coefficient,  , / pRe ,Sc, ,m p b p g oh r D , with  p /Re , , ,p b p o oU r    (see Table 1 for the 

expression employed). The slip velocity is dependent mainly on the size of the particle, 

particle/fluid density ratio and continuous phase hydrodynamics68. There are some existing 

correlations for an average solid-liquid flow slip velocity, but here we stick to the use of its limiting 



 

values: (i) the minimum slip is zero, when the fluid carry perfectly the particle (laminar flow, small 

particles, particle/fluid density ratio near unity); and (ii) the maximum slip is the mixture velocity 

J , when the mixture cannot carry the particle and it stays stagnant in the pipeline; or yet for a 

highly turbulent flow (relative motion between eddies). 

Figure 9(a) presents sensitivity of the estimated gas consumed over time in means of the slip 

velocity particle/bulk. It can be observed that even for the no-slip case (red line), mass transfer 

particle/bulk does not play a role into limiting crystallization. This is again due to the high gas 

solubility in oil compared to the gas solubility in water (already discussed in Figure 7(c)). Even if 

the mass transfer coefficient is small and the gas concentration gradient in the mass transfer 

boundary layer around the particle is high; the gas arrives in a sufficiently high concentration at 

the oil in the outer surface of the particle; and once it solubilizes in water, there is no considerable 

change in the furnished gas concentration in water (Figure 9(b), red and black lines). 

However, when gas solubility in oil is in the same order of magnitude of gas solubility in water 

( )o wH H , then mass transfer particle/bulk may act on limiting crystallization for low mixing 

systems ( / 1%p bU J  , green and orange lines). This limitation presents a straight line behavior 

for the gas consumption (Figure 9(a); as observed in literature for water continuous flow9,12); and 

a constant gas consumption rate (Figure 9(d)). The model captures the transition of limitation from 

mass transfer particle/bulk to the filling-up of capillaries similarly to the discussed in the previous 

section: (i) when mass transfer particle/bulk limits hydrate formation, then a lower gas 

concentration in water is furnished to the outer surface of the particles (Figure 9(b)); (ii) the 

porosity decreases slower in time due to the lower supersaturation furnished to the capillary 

entrance (Figure 9(c)); (iii) as the porosity attains smaller values, gas is consumed at a lower rate 

for crystallization and the mass transfer particle/bulk is able to furnish higher supersaturations; 



 

(iv) the limitation process changes from mass transfer particle/bulk to crystallization in the 

capillaries, characterized by a drop of the total gas consumption rate (Figure 9(d)) and a change in 

the characteristic trend of the gas consumed over time from linear to asymptotic (Figure 9(a)). 

 

 

Figure 9: Sensitivity analysis of hydrate formation to slip velocity particle/bulk and for different 

gas solubility (Henry’s constant) in oil and water ( , )o wH H  (other parameters come from Table 

1). Evolution in time of: (a) gas consumed due to hydrate formation; (b) gas concentration in the 

outer surface of the particle inside water; (c) porosity; and (d) gas consumption rate due to hydrate 

formation. Mass transfer particle/bulk limits crystallization only for low mixing systems and when 

the gas solubility in the continuous phase is in the same order of gas solubility in water. 
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At this point, it is possible to conclude that: (i) given the much higher solubilities of natural gas 

components (hydrocarbons) in oil than in water; then (ii) the oil continuous phase act as a 

distributor of gas from the gas-oil interface up to the outer surface of each particle; and (iii) mass 

transfer particle/bulk and gas/oil absorption processes can be neglected no matter the agitation 

of the system. For the case of gas solubility in the continuous phase being in the same order of 

magnitude of gas solubility in water (e.g., CO2 hydrates with oil continuous phase; or systems with 

water continuous phase), then: (i) the influence of absorption and mass transfer particle/bulk can 

be neglected for highly agitated systems; but (ii) must be considered in lower agitated systems. 

Notice that gas distribution inside the continuous phase is not accounted in this analysis, which is 

expected to be higher in dense flows and in systems where the distances between particles and gas-

oil interface is large (discussion of p -parameter given in section 3; for the results presented, p  

is kept constant, Table 1). 

 

Outer growth vs. crystallization in capillaries: influence of crystal integration constant ( )
i

k  

Whereas absorption and mass transfer particle/bulk act as resistances in series to crystal 

integration, crystal integration itself is composed of parallel resistances: (i) crystal integration in 

the capillary walls, which competes with diffusion of gas in water inside the capillary, Eq. (23); 

and (ii) crystal integration in the outer surface, which can be limited by either water permeation 

through the hydrate porous media or crystal integration itself due to the supersaturation of gas 

furnished in the outer surface, Eq. (11). Both (i) and (ii) depends on the porosity of the particle, 

whereas (i) is determinant on estimating the porosity evolution in time (i.e., the capillary closure 

time-scale, Eq. (27)). 



 

Here, we want to understand: (i) which crystallization surface is prevailing, outer surface of 

capillary walls; and (ii) if ever outer growth is prevailing, which is its limiting phenomena (water 

permeation or crystal integration). By using the second term inside of the minimum function of 

Eq. (11) to estimate the crystal integration in the outer surface, the following criteria are proposed: 

(E) , ,,g i g iout cryst int hyd
dn dt dn dt   , mainly for low values of ik , then the answer is unique 

and crystallization in the capillary walls is prevailing. Even if water permeation is high, 

the maximum gas consumption due to outer growth will be limited by crystal integration. 

Since this value is much lower than gas consumption due to hydrate formation, then gas 

consumption in the capillaries is the main phenomena. 

(F) , ,,g i g iout cryst int hyd
dn dt dn dt   , mainly for high values of ik . Two answers exist 

depending on  -value (usually not know a priori): crystallization in the capillary walls 

(low  ) or outer growth due to permeation (high  ). In this case, crystal integration in 

the outer surface happens too fast to explain hydrate formation, and outer growth must be 

limited by permeation. There is a maximum value of   (non-uniformity of capillary 

bundle) capable of explaining the experimental results. If   is low (capillaries are not well 

interconnected, thus water permeates slowly to the outer surface), then crystallization in 

the capillary walls is prevailing over outer growth. 

(G) 
, ,

,

g i g i

out cryst int hyd

dn dn

dt dt
   , mainly for intermediary values of ik . In this case, three 

answers are possible: crystallization in the capillary walls, or outer growth limited by either 

crystal integration or permeation. The answer depends again on  . If   is high, then 

crystal integration is the limiting process for outer growth; and since outer growth is in the 



 

same order of magnitude of total gas consumption, than crystallization in the capillary 

walls is not important. If   is low, then outer growth is limited by permeation. If   is low 

enough, then outer growth is almost non-existent and crystallization in capillaries is the 

main phenomena. For the case of intermediary  , all three phenomena may be 

competitive. It is important to notice, however, that the only phenomena that is 

mathematically capable of predicting the asymptote in hydrate formation is crystallization 

in the capillary walls; therefore, if experiments present such asymptote, then this is the 

limitation step. 

The main crystallization surface (outer surface or capillary walls) and the presence or not of 

water in the outer surface (permeation vs. crystal integration) are dependent on ik  and  , which 

are of difficult experimental estimation (and driving-dependent parameters). This explains the 

difficulty of reproducibility of growth kinetic experiments of gas hydrates commonly reported in 

literature. The presence of the asymptote on gas consumption of our experiment (Figure 5) points-

out crystallization in the capillary walls as limiting phenomenon. 

The model and criteria (E,F,G) are used to understand the limiting phenomena for a case of low 

ik  
11 2( 4.1 10  mol/(m sPa)  , as estimated through Eq. (36)) and for a case of high ik  

8 2( 8 10  mol/(m sPa)  , as proposed by Al-Otaibi et al.46,53). In the case of high ik , permeation 

can play a role as the limiting phenomena, and therefore we test sensitivity on  -parameter. 

Figure 10 and Figure 11 present the gas transfer rates of the different mass transfer resistances 

for the simulated cases of low and high ik . The black crosses are the gas consumption rate of the 

experiment. Independently of ik , the absorption and mass transfer particle/bulk are negligible (i.e., 

the maximum gas transfer rates is much higher than the gas consumption rate of the experiment; 



 

as already discussed in the last subsections due to the use of a gas that is much more soluble in oil 

than in water). 

For the low ik  case, the gas consumption in the outer surface (Figure 10(b), blue line) is much 

lower than the consumption in the capillaries (red line). Therefore, the porosity decrease over time 

is the main phenomenon in limiting crystallization. This is in agreement with criterion (E). Outer 

growth is limited by the low crystal integration (characteristic of a low ik -value), and water always 

permeate the hydrate porous media and accumulates in the outer surface (Figure 10(c)). Water 

accumulation in outer surface is not ideal, since collision between particles then promote 

capillary bridge formation, making particle to be sticky (wet) and enhancing agglomeration3 (see 

as well discussion in section 5). In the final part of crystallization, when porosity achieves low 

values, permeation starts to be the limiting process for outer growth (seen as the crossing between 

red and blue lines of Figure 10(c)). This inversion of limitation process (marked by the gray 

dashed line) explains the discontinuity of the gas consumption rate in the end of crystallization. 

For the high ik  case, Figure 11, and if ever water is always available at the outer surface, then 

gas hydrate formation due to crystal integration in the outer surface would overpredict the 

experiments (since , ,,g i g iout cryst int hyd
dn dt dn dt   ; Figure 11(a), green > black line). Therefore, 

water permeation through the porous hydrate particle necessarily limits outer growth (blue and 

purple lines vs. green line). This is in agreement with criterion (F). The water permeation rate is 

restricted to the use of a  -parameter (which is unknown a priori). We plot results for the extreme 

values of   presented in Table 1. In both cases, permeation limits outer growth for the entire 

crystallization process (blue and purple lines < green line). Yet, growth in capillaries is much more 

important than outer growth for the considered range of 0.001 0.02   (red line > blue and 



 

purple lines), and therefore the model presents low sensitivity to   (Figure 11(b)). Notice that, 

since crystal integration is faster for higher ik , p  regression converges to lower values 

4( 8 10 )   in order to keep the same initial porosity ( 60%)in  . Furthermore, the closure time-

scale of the capillaries is dependent on ik  (Eq. (27)) and assumes much lower values ( 30 mscloset   

for 
8 28 10  mol/(m sPa)ik   ; 30 scloset   for 

11 24.1 10  mol/(m sPa))ik   , and therefore the 

asymptotic behavior of the experiments can only be reached by regressing much lower values of 

 -parameter 
5(1 1 10 )    . Yet, due to outer growth being limited by permeation, all water 

arriving at the outer surface is instantly crystallized and water would never be available at the 

outer surface to create capillary bridges. This is a case where agglomeration is reduced. From 

experiments, however, there exist a certain level of agglomeration, thus the lower values of 

11 210 mol/(m sPa)ik   are more likely to explain our experimental results. 

As a general conclusion when considering the range of ik  and   of literature, crystallization 

in capillary walls always prevails over outer growth. However, adoption of the different order of 

magnitude of parameter 
12 7 25.5 10 1.8 10  mol/(m sPa)ik      determines the competition of 

the limiting phenomena for outer growth between water permeation and crystal integration 

(which is related to a wet or dry particle, with consequences in agglomeration). Low values of ik  

incur in outer growth limited by crystal integration, thus water accumulates in the outer surface, 

turning the particle wet and enhancing agglomeration. High values of ik  incur in outer growth 

limited by permeation, thus all water arriving in outer surface is instantly crystallized, turning the 

particle dry and reducing agglomeration. 

 



 

 

Figure 10: Model evaluation for low crystal integration constant (parameters from Table 1). 

(a) Absorption and mass transfer particle/bulk vs. total gas consumption. (b) Crystallization in 

capillary walls vs. outer growth to predict the total gas consumption. (c) Water permeation vs. 

crystal integration to predict limiting process of outer growth. Crystallization in the capillary walls 

is the limiting step. Crystal integration limits outer growth for the major part of the process, 

therefore water accumulates at the outer surface, causing particle to become wet and enhancing 

agglomeration. 
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Figure 11: Model evaluation for high crystal integration constant 
8 2( 8 10  mol/(m sPa)ik   ; 

48 10p   ; 
5(1 10 )   ; all other parameters from Table 1). (a) Comparison of gas transfer 

rates of all phenomena against experiments. (b) Amount of gas consumed for extreme values of 

the range of interconnectivity of capillary bundle (0.001 0.02)  . Crystallization in the 

capillary walls is the limiting step, thus (b) is not influenced by  . Permeation limits outer growth, 

thus all water arriving at the outer surface is instantly crystallized, causing particle to become dry 

and reducing agglomeration. 
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Influence of driving force, particle size, initial porosity and capillary radius 

In this section, we consider the fixed values of Table 1 and test the sensitivity of driving force, 

particle size (that is, coming from the droplets size determined by the multiphase flow conditions 

prior to onset of gas hydrates), and the porous media parameters (initial porosity and average 

capillary radius). Results for the gas consumed over time are shown in Figure 12. The default case 

(Table 1) is always plotted in black. 

Figure 12(a) presents sensitivity to the driving force. The system pressure is kept constant at 

80 bar and the temperature is varied from 7 to 1oC (280.15 to 274.15 K). The methane-water-

hydrate equilibrium temperature at this pressure is ~ 10.9oC (~ 284.05 K), which gives driving 

force (subcooling) of 3.9 9.9KT   . The model captures higher consumption rates for higher 

driving forces, and the asymptote is reached in less time, explained by a faster sealing of the 

capillaries. The asymptotic value is the same for all driving forces (~ 2 mol). However, this may 

not occur in real cases, since higher driving force are related to higher initial porosities and smaller 

capillary radius (see behaviors of Figure 12(c,d)). The plots in Figure 12(a) do not consider this 

interaction of driving force vs. porous media. 

Figure 12(b) presents sensitivity to the particle radius. Smaller particles are related to higher 

values of the asymptote of gas consumed, but do not interact with its curvature. That is, particle 

radius act as an inversely proportional linear multiplier of hydrate formation. Particles radius are 

considered equal to droplet radius prior to nucleation. For a fixed water cut and liquid volume, the 

number of droplets increase for decreasing droplet size. Since only the outermost part of the 

particle is actually interacting with crystallization (since gas can penetrate only a limited depth of 

the capillaries, concept of critL  described in the modeling section), then a higher number of 

particles means a higher active surface as well. If the droplet size is indefinitely small, then at 



 

some point the absorption process will play a role (otherwise, hydrate would form instantly for 

very small droplets, which is never observed experimentally even for very high agitated batch 

reactor systems13,14). Estimation of the droplet radius depends on the multiphase flow conditions 

(mixture velocity, water cut) and fluid properties (viscosity of continuous phase, oil-water 

interfacial tension). Semi-predictive models for pipeline flow are available in liquid-liquid flow 

literature48,69–74 (we suggest Brauner48 for a comprehensive understanding of the phenomena 

involved). Yet, agglomeration play a role on particle size and will therefore change the gas 

consumption rate (not considered in this study). 

Figure 12(c) presents the gas consumed over time for different initial porosities of the hydrate 

particle. Higher initial porosities imply in larger time scales for sealing the particle, affecting the 

asymptotic value. Therefore, the initial porosity acts as a linear multiplier (directly proportional) 

of hydrate formation, but do not change its curvature. 

Figure 12(d) presents the gas consumed over time for different capillary radius. The initial 

porosity is kept at a constant value, therefore different capillary sizes imply as well in different 

number of capillaries per particle (Eq. (31)). The smaller the capillaries, the higher the active 

surface per unit volume; implying in higher gas consumption rates (inclination of the gas 

consumed curve). However, smaller capillaries close faster, thus reaching asymptotes in less time 

(by maintaining the same  -parameter). Therefore, capillary radius act as a linear multiplier 

(directly proportional) and curvature changer (inversely proportional) of hydrate formation. 

 



 

 

Figure 12: Sensitivity of the model for gas consumed over time based on: (a) driving 

force/subcooling (different system temperatures, constant pressure of 80 × 105 Pa); (b) particle 

radius, considered equal to droplet radius prior to hydrate nucleation (agglomeration is neglected); 

(c) initial porosity of hydrate particle; and (d) capillary radius. All other parameters from Table 1 

(black line). 

 

5. Simplified model for CH4 hydrates in oil continuous flow 

Based on the closure values presented in literature for CH4 hydrates (Table 1), the model can be 

simplified to the limiting process of hydrate formation, that is, gas consumption in the capillary 

walls and consequent decrease in porosity with time. The absorption process is not important, 
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/ /g b g b bk A   , and the bulk can be considered close to saturation of gas in oil, b o gC H f  

(that is, 0bdC dt   and there is no need to solve Eq. (4)). The mass transfer between particle 

and bulk is not important, , /m p bh  , and from Eq. (10) the gas concentration in the outer surface 

inside oil is close to the bulk one, ,out o b o gC C H f  . Yet, from Eq. (24), 0  . From Eq. (18), 

solubilization of gas from oil to water in the outer surface of the particles gives ,out w w gC H f , that 

is, the gas is saturated in water in the outer surface of the particle (concept of oil bulk acting as a 

distributor of gas from the gaseous free phase up to each particle). Gas consumption in outer 

surface is negligible compared to the gas consumption due to growth in capillary walls (given the 

low values for interconnectivity of the porous media, which imply in low permeation rates of 

water), and therefore Eq. (33) simplifies to  ,

1

pn

g g ihyd cap
i

dn dt dn dt


   . Using Eqs. (23), (31)

, (32) and (37) in (33): 

     6 WC exp 1 1
2

g in w w i h i
p L g eq g eq

p c h chyd

dn H D k M k
f f f f t

dt r r r


  



 
        

 
 (38) 

For engineering purposes, all the micro-scale unknown parameters related to porous media, 

crystal integration and gas distribution inside the continuous phase are grouped into two 

parameters 1 2, , , , ,in c i pr k k k    : 

     1 2

WC
exp 1

g hL
w w g eq g eq

p hhyd

dn M
k H D f f k f f t

dt r




 
      

 
 (39) 

with: 

 1 16 denseor dilute flow, drivingforce, additives
2

i
p in

c

k
k k

r
    (40) 



 

   2 21 drivingforce, flowshear, additivesi

c

k
k k

r
    (41) 

where WC  is the water cut; L  is the liquid volume (water + oil); pr  is the particle size 

(considered equal to droplet size in case of no agglomeration; droplet size comes from Weber and 

Reynolds number of the continuous phase, which are dependent on mixture flow rate, system 

water cut and oil-water properties, specially interfacial tension; see correlations proposed by 

Brauner48 for engineering applications when droplet size is unknown from experiment); wH  is 

Henry’s constant (solubility form) of the gas inside water (see Sander17 for compilation of various 

gases); wD  is the gas diffusivity in water;  g eqf f  is the driving force expressed in fugacity 

between the gaseous free phase (  ,g T P
f  is the gas fugacity at system temperature and pressure) 

and gas-water-hydrate equilibrium (
 , eqeq T P

f  is the gas fugacity at the equilibrium pressure related 

to system temperature; the relation between equilibrium pressure and system temperature can be 

retrieved through equilibrium thermodynamics; for engineering purposes, there are commercial 

software, e.g., Multiflash®75, PVTsim®76);   is the hydration number related to the gas hydrate 

crystalline structure;    1h g wM M M     is the ‘molar mass’ of hydrates; h  is the density 

of a perfect hydrate crystal (no porosity included); and t  is time. 

As mentioned, the not-easily-found-in-literature parameters are: p , which represents the gas 

distribution inside the continuous phase; in  the initial porosity of hydrates; ik  the constant of 

proportionality of the crystallization law (Eq. (1)); cr  the capillary radius; and   the birth-to-death 

ratio of capillaries. They are grouped into 1 2,k k , which are independent and assume one unique 



 

value that represents the asymptote 1( )k  and the curvature 2( )k  of the experimental data of gas 

consumption over time. By using Table 1, 
1/2

4 2

1 6.92 10 mol/(m sPa)k        and 

6 2

2 1.56 10 mol/(m sPa)k    (CH4 hydrates in light oil continuous flow; this values shall be 

carefully handled to other scenarios prior to regression with a wider database). Figure 13 (blue 

line) presents the behavior of Eq. (39) against the experimental results. The model underpredicts 

the asymptotic value in ~ 11%; that is, all the non-considered phenomena (gas absorption, mass 

transfer particle/bulk, outer growth) correspond to only 1/10th of the problem. 

Since , , , ,in c i pr k    are usually unknown for different gases, then 1 2,k k  shall be regressed 

directly from the experimental data varying the described parameters of Eqs. (40) and (41), based 

on the knowledge that: (i) ik  varies with presence of additives (that may block the growing sites 

and/or associate to the gas/water molecules decreasing their availability to create new crystal 

growing units); (ii) in  and cr  are dependent on how fast crystallization occurs, that is, dependent 

on the driving force and on ik ; (iii)   is dependent on the squeezing of the particle, related to flow 

shear, and on how fast crystallization is (driving force, ik ); and (iv) p  is dependent on the flow 

being dense or dilute, on the flow shear (flow regime) and on the system size (distance of particles 

to gas-oil interface). A direct regression of the experimental data gives 

1/2
4 2

1 7.76 10 mol/(m sPa)k        and the same 2k , and is able to ‘correct’ the 11% 

underprediction, red line of Figure 13. 

 



 

 

Figure 13: Amount of gas consumed over time predicted by the simplified model, Eq. (39). Blue 

line: for 
1/2

4 2

1 6.92 10 mol/(m sPa)k        and 
6 2

2 1.56 10 mol/(m sPa)k    (theoretical values 

from Eqs. (40) and (41), closure of Table 1). Red line: 
1/2

4 2

1 7.76 10 mol/(m sPa)k        and same 

2k  (regressed from experimental results using Eq. (39)). The simplified model (crystallization in 

capillaries as limiting step) describes ~ 90% of the gas hydrate growth kinetics (CH4 in oil 

continuous flow). 

 

The shape of Eq. (39) is similar to the Arrhenius-type expression commonly employed in gas 

hydrate literature,    1 1exp exp
g

hyd

dn
f f T T

dt

        22,77–82, where driving force in both 

expressions appears as a linear multiplier plus an inversely proportional multiplier inside an 

exponential function. The approach herein used further highlights the influence of: (i) multiphase 

flow (water cut and droplet size prior to nucleation); (ii) gas solubility and gas diffusion in water 

(that is, gas guest properties used to form hydrates); (iii) hydrate structure (related to different 
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hydration numbers); and (iv) porosity decrease in time, causing an exponential time-dependent 

term. 

Yet, the model can be used to understand agglomeration. In order to reduce agglomeration, 

liquid bridge formation between particles shall be avoided. This occurs when permeation limits 

outer growth, therefore all water arriving at the outer surface of the particle instantly crystallizes. 

Using the competitive phenomena inside the minimum function of Eq. (9) and neglecting the 

absorption and particle/bulk mass transfer resistances (so the driving force is ( )g eqf f ): 

 
hyd

crystallization
Da 1

permeation

i i g eq

w

w

Ak f f

Q
M






    avoids agglomeration (42) 

where Q  is the water permeation flowrate in one particle, expressed by Eq. (5), and iA  is the outer 

surface of the particle (
24 pr  for spherical particles). Equation (42) is a modified Damköhler 

number applied to agglomeration of gas hydrates, and expresses the competition between 

crystallization integration in the outer surface of the particle and permeation of water through the 

hydrate porous media. This expression can be expanded to (coming from Eq. (11) instead of 

Eq. (9)): 

   
1

1 1 1

/ / /2

hyd. struct.cryst.flow interfacial prop.subcooling
hyd. porous mediawater prop.

1
cos 1

12

w c
p i g eq o w o w h

w w

r
r k f f

M

 
  

 


     

    
  

 avoids agglomeration (43) 

valid for hydrophilic hydrates ( / / 90o

o w h  ; if the use of surfactant additives is able to change 

wettability, then water permeation is completely avoided, as discussed in the first part of this 

series3). Criterion (43) evidences that agglomeration is reduced when: (i) driving forces are higher 

and crystal integration is faster (concept of cold flow83); (ii) oil-water interfacial tensions are 



 

smaller and wetted angles oil-water-hydrate are higher (effect of surfactant additives3); and 

(iii) capillary radius is smaller and capillary tortuosity is higher (associated to the driving force). 

 

6. Conclusions 

This article gives mathematical description of the mass transfer system of gas hydrate growth 

kinetics. Closure of the model depends on five (05) unknown micro-scale parameters 

, , , ,in c i pr k   , but the range of closure values reported in literature for CH4 hydrates in oil 

continuous flow points out crystallization in the capillary walls (with related porosity decrease) to 

be the limiting step of crystallization. Simplification of the model reduces closure to two (02) 

independent parameters 
1 2( , )k k  that come from experimental regression. The simplified model 

captures ~ 90% of the gas consumption trend observed in a case-test of hydrate formation in a 

flowloop. It is expected that this simplified-shaped equation is consistent with different gases in 

oil continuous flow as long as the gas solubility in oil is much larger than in water ( o wH H ; 

i.e., application for other hydrocarbon gases, but further regression of 
1 2,k k  is needed). 

The main conclusions about the mass transfer phenomena related to growth kinetics are: 

 Inner growth (if ever a shelled particle exists) happens only when cHa 2.5c cL r  , which is 

highly improbable given the range of closure parameters furnished in literature. 

 The capillaries, the outer surface of the particles and the mixture bulk can be considered at 

thermal equilibrium and thus heat transfer limitation is only due to mixture heat exchange 

with pipeline wall and outer medium/ocean (conclusion from Supporting Material). 

 When gas solubility in the continuous phase is much higher than gas solubility in water (

o wH H ; e.g., hydrocarbon gases; counter-examples are gases with high affinity in water, 



 

like CO2, or when the continuous phase is water), then absorption and mass transfer 

particle/bulk can be neglected. 

 Sealing-up of capillaries (porosity decrease with time) is the only phenomenon that is 

mathematically capable of explaining the asymptotic trend of gas consumed over time. 

 Comprehension of the limiting step of outer growth (permeation vs. crystal integration) is 

key to understand if particle is wet or dry, with consequences on agglomeration and plugging. 
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Nomenclature 

Roman letters 

A  Surface area [m2] 

g bA  Interfacial surface between gas and bulk [m2] 

cB  Birth rate of capillaries [s-1] 

C  Dimensionless driving force, also called supersaturation, Eq. (16) [-] 

bC  Gas concentration in the bulk [mol/m3] 

g oC  Gas concentration at the gas-bulk interface [mol/m3] 

,out wC , ,out oC  Gas concentration at the outer surface of the particle inside water/oil [mol/m3] 

hydDa  Modified Damköhler number for agglomeration of gas hydrates, which expresses 

competition between crystallization in the outer surface of particle and water 

permeation through porous particle [-] 

cD  Death rate of capillaries [s-1] 

wD , oD  Gas diffusivity in water/oil [m2/s] 

gf  Gas fugacity in gaseous free phase evaluated at system pressure and temperature, 

 ,gf P T  [Pa] 

eqf  Gas fugacity at gas-water-hydrate equilibrium, evaluated at system temperature and its 

related equilibrium pressure,  ,eq eqf P T  [Pa] 



 

cHa  Hatta number of capillaries, dimensionless number that represents competition between 

crystallization in capillary walls and diffusion of gas through water trapped in the 

capillaries, Eq. (14) [-] 

wH , oH  Henry’s constant of gas inside phase water/oil, given in the solubility form H C f

 [mol/(m3Pa)] 

/p bh  Heat transfer coefficient between particle and bulk [W/(m2K)] 

, /m p bh  Mass transfer coefficient between particle and bulk [m/s] 

hydh  Enthalpy of formation of gas hydrates [J/mol of gas] 

J  Mixture velocity [m/s] 

wk , ok  Thermal conductivity of water/oil [W/(m.K)] 

K  Permeability of porous media [m2] 

ik  Constant of proportionality of crystal integration (intrinsic kinetics), given by the 

crystallization law of Eq. (1) [mol/(m2sPa)] 

absk  Absorption coefficient of gas by the bulk [m/s] 

cL  Capillary length [m] 

cL  Capillary dimensionless length, c c cL L r  [m] 

critL  Gas penetration length inside capillaries, critical length over which shell width would 

never cause core shrinkage, 2.5crit c cL r Ha  [m] 

M  Molar mass [kg/mol] 

cn  Number of capillaries per particle [-] 

dn  Number of droplets prior to onset of hydrate formation [-] 



 

pn  Number of particles in the system [-] 

g abs
dn dt  Gas transfer rate due to gas absorption by the bulk (for the entire system)

 [mol/s] 

, 1g i cap
dn dt  Gas consumption rate in one capillary of one particle i [mol/s] 

g cap
dn dt  Gas consumption rate in due to crystallization in the capillary walls (all 

particles) [mol/s] 

g hyd
dn dt  Total gas consumption rate due to hydrate formation (all particles) [mol/s] 

,g i hyd
dn dt  Gas consumption rate due to hydrate formation in one particle i [mol/s] 

, /g i p b
dn dt  Gas transfer rate due to mass transfer bulk/particle in one particle i [mol/s] 

,g i out
dn dt  Gas consumption rate in outer surface of one particle i (cryst int: due to crystal 

integration in outer growth; perm: due to permeation of water through porous 

hydrate) [mol/s] 

hdn dt  Hydrate formation rate [mol/s] 

w hyd
dn dt  Water consumption rate due to hydrate formation [mol/s] 

''N  Gas flux [mol/(m2s)] 

P  Pressure [Pa] 

Pr  Prandtl number [-] 

cP  Capillary induced pressure [Pa] 

Q  Water permeation flow rate through the porous hydrate [m3/s] 

hydQ  Heat release due to hydrate formation (all particles) [W] 



 

,hyd iQ  Heat release due to hydrate formation in one particle [W] 

,1hyd capQ  Heat release due to hydrate formation in one capillary of one particle [W] 

Re  Reynolds number [-] 

Sc  Schmidt number [-] 

Sh  Sherwood number [-] 

cr  Capillary radius [m] 

cr  Dimensionless capillary radius [m] 

dr  Droplet radius [m] 

inr , outr  Inner and outer radius in the case of a shelled hydrate particle [m] 

pr  Particle radius [m] 

pdr dt  Linear outer growth velocity of the particle [m/s] 

t  Time [s] 

closet  Time-scale for capillary closure, Eq. (27) [s] 

T  Temperature [K] 

bT  Temperature of bulk [K] 

cT  Temperature of capillary wall [K] 

outT  Temperature of outer surface of particle [K] 

/p bU  Relative/slip velocity between particle and bulk [m/s] 

b , L  Volume of bulk (oil), volume of liquid (oil + water) [m3] 

WC  Water cut, ratio of water to (water + oil) flow rates,  WC w w oQ Q Q   [-] 



 

z  Axial direction of the capillary, pointing inwardly to the particle [m] 

z  Dimensionless axial direction of the capillary, Eq. (15) [-] 

cz  Dimensionless capillary length, c c cz L r  [-] 

 

Greek letters 

p  Efficiency of particles interacting with the bulk, Eq. (37) [-] 

  Hydrate porosity ( in  is initial porosity) [-] 

  Hydration number, given by the ‘stoichiometric’ relation  21 1G H O Hyd   

 [mol of H2O / mol of hyd] 

  Capillary birth-to-death ratio, Eq. (29) [-] 

  Dynamic viscosity [Pa.s] 

/ /o w h  Oil-water-hydrate wetted angle (water side), / / 90o

o w h   (hydrophilic hydrates) [-] 

  Density [kg/m3] 

/o w  Oil-water interfacial tension [J/m2] 

  Capillary tortuosity [-] 

  Dimensionless parameter that represents competition between mass transfer 

particle/bulk and crystallization in the capillaries, Eq. (24) [-] 

  Interconnectivity of capillaries, non-uniformities due to capillary bundle geometry, 

Eq. (6) [-] 

 

Indexes 



 

abs Absorption 

b Bulk 

c Capillary 

d Droplet 

cap Crystallization in capillary walls 

eq Three-phase gas-water-hydrate equilibrium 

g Gas 

h Gas hydrates 

hyd Hydrate formation 

i Referent to one particle 

o Oil 

p Hydrate particle 

sat Gas saturation (o: in oil; w: in water) 

w Water 

 

Supporting information 

A supporting information file is available, which proves the hypothesis of thermal equilibrium 

between capillaries, particles and bulk, and presents some mathematical demonstrations of the 

model. 
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Supporting Information 

 

1. Proof that heat transfer in capillary and particle-scales is negligible 

Literature often considers that the exothermic nature of hydrate formation and related heat 

release once hydrates form cause a decrease in the driving force if ever the heat is not transferred 

from the growing surface. The heat transfer limitation was modeled in the pipeline length-

scale22,80,81,84 and in the micro-scale of interaction between particle and mixture bulk14,21. In this 

appendix, we show that the micro-scale heat transfer is not important in flowing systems, that is, 

the shear is always enough to equilibrate the temperature of the growing surface to the bulk one 

(in coherence with the observed by Sampaio et al.21 that the particle-to-bulk temperature gradient 

is never higher than 0.2 K). This simplifies considerably the equations developed in section 2 of 

the article. Further consideration of heat transfer from the mixture to the outer medium/ocean 

(pipeline-scale) is dependent on multiphase flow convection and the pipeline material and 

thickness22. That is, the temperature of the growing surface is considered equal to the bulk 

temperature in means that the heat released by crystallization in one capillary or in one particle is 

instantly transferred to the bulk. However, the bulk can change in temperature along time 

depending on the heat release rate of all particles; and the heat transfer rate of the flow to the 

pipeline wall and to the outer medium. Coupling of the growth kinetic model with multiphase flow 

will be shown in the next parts of this series. 

Figure S14 presents the heat transfer resistances from the outer surface of the particle to the 

external medium. The heat release due to growth of the outer surface and the capillary walls of 

one particle ,hyd iQ  is transferred to the bulk through a heat transfer coefficient /p bh . The mixture 



 

changes heat with the internal wall through multiphase flow convection (Figure S14(b)) and the 

heat flux is due to heat release of the entire particle population 
, ,hyd hyd i p hyd i

i

Q Q n Q  . Heat 

exchange between the mixture and the wall is especially attributed to the wetted perimeter of the 

gaseous and the pseudo-liquid phase85 (slurry composed of water, oil and hydrate). The wall 

presents a heat transfer resistance due to conductivity (Figure S14(c)); and the external wall 

transfers heat with the external medium by convection (Figure S14(d)). The external medium 

temperature is usually the boundary condition of the problem (which is the ocean temperature). 

The heat flux passing from one particle to the bulk is: 

,

,

g i

hyd i g hyd

hyd

dn
Q M h

dt

 
   
 
 

 (S44) 

where hydh  is the enthalpy of formation of gas hydrates expressed in J/mol of gas consumed. The 

thermal inertia due to the particle mass heating will not be considered (steady-state assumption). 

Furthermore, this model consider that the particles do not interact between themselves, only with 

the bulk (dilute flow hypothesis). Using Newton’s law of cooling, the temperature difference 

between the particle and the bulk is: 

 , 2

, 4
g i

hyd i g hyd p p b out b

hyd
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Q M h r h T T
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g hyd g i
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Figure S14. Depiction of heat transfer resistances associated to the system. (a) Convection between 

hydrate particle and bulk, being the heat transfer rate related to the heat release due to hydrate 

formation in one particle. (b) Convection between the bulk and the pipeline wall, being the heat 

transfer rate related to the heat release of the entire particles’ population. (c) Conduction through 

the pipeline. (d) Convection between the pipeline outer wall and the external medium (the ocean). 

(e) Heat release due to crystallization in the capillary walls is diffused axially through the capillary. 

 

 

Table S3 presents the closure parameters adopted, extra to the ones of mass transfer and 

crystallization already presented in Table S1 of the article. Equation (S45) gives   0.4 Kout bT T   

Hydrate 
particle

bT

(a)

Bulk Pipe wall Ocean

outT

,w inT ,w outT
extT

1 p bh

(b) (c) (d)

,hyd iQ
,hyd hyd i

i

Q Q 

Heat from 
other particles

critz L

1 ,cap dzQ

0c outz
T T




1 ,cap dzQ

zq z dzq 

1capQ

(e)



 

even if no-slip particle/bulk is considered (thus purely diffusive problem, with pNu 2 ) for 

1mmpr  . This result is in agreement with Sampaio et al.21. For the case of turbulent flow and 

considering slip velocities of / 0.1m/sp bU  , then   0.05 Kout bT T  , which can be considered as 

thermal equilibrium. The temperature gradient  out bT T  is important only when larger particles 

are considered ( 5 mm)pr   and for creeping flow (low or non-existent slip), which is however not 

the case of oil and gas production. 

Further heat release occurs in the capillary walls. Figure S14(e) depicts the heat generation 

distribution in the walls of one capillary  1cap z
Q  and the heat diffusion to the outer surface. 

Applying the energy balance, neglecting any convection, considering that the capillary wall is 

insulant (that is, all the heat transfer occurs only through water; although this is not well-posed, it 

implies in larger temperatures at the growing surface, thus able to prove our point that capillary 

and outer surface temperatures are practically the same), and adopting a constant thermal 

conductivity for the water wk : 

2

1 ,
c

w c cap dz

dTd
k r Q

dz dz


 
  
 

  
2

1 ,

2 2
0

cap dzc

w c

Qd T

dz k r
   (S46) 

where cT  is the temperature at the capillary wall. The heat release per unit length of the capillary 

1 ,cap dzQ  is a function of the gas consumption in length dz  inside of one capillary: 

,

1 ,

1 ,

g i

cap dz hyd

cap dz

dn
Q h

dt

 
   
 
 

 (S47) 

and by using the crystallization law (Eq. (1) of the article): 



 

 
, 2

1 ,

2
g i

c i eq z

cap dz

dn
r k f C dz

dt
   (S48) 

and the gas concentration distribution inside the capillary comes from Eq. (22) of the article. 

Substitution of Eq. (22) (of the article), Eqs. (S47) and (S48) in (S46) gives rise to a non-linear 

ODE. Therefore, 1 ,cap dzQ  is assumed constant over the critical penetration length of gas inside the 

capillaries critL . The critical length is defined as the z  value where 
crit

eqz L
f f


 . For values of 

critz L , there is no heat release. Therefore, 1 ,cap dzQ  is approximated as: 

1

1 ,
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cap

crit

cap dz crit
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cap hyd

cap

dn
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where the gas consumption inside one capillary comes from 2.5c crit cHa L r   (discussion in 

section 2 of the article). The approximation of Eq. (S49) overestimate the temperature of the 

capillary walls, since the uniform distribution causes heat release deeper inside the capillaries. As 

already commented, an overestimation of cT  is not a problem since we want to prove that 

0c outT T  . 

The first boundary condition is a known temperature at the outer surface of the particle, Eq. (S7)

. The second boundary condition considers that there is no heat transfer with the inner part of the 

particle (i.e., neglecting thermal inertia of the inner mass of the particle), Eq. (S8), evaluated at the 

critical penetration length. 

0c outz
T T
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Table S3. Closure parameters for heat transfer model, Eqs. (S45) and (S10) (other parameters come 

from Table 1 of the article). 

Parameter Adopted value / correlation 

Heat transfer coefficient particle/bulk 

(Whitaker apud86)  
1 4

1/2 2/3 2/5

p p p oNu 2 0.4Re 0.06Re Pr
s





 
    

 

a 

Enthalpy of formation of CH4 

hydrates55 
53 kJ/mol of gashydh   

Maximum gas consumption rate per 

particle 

8

, ,max
4.8 10 mol/sg i hyd

dn dt    b 

Maximum gas consumption rate per 

capillary 

15

, 1 ,max
5 10 mol/sg i cap

dn dt    c 

Critical penetration length c2.5 Hacrit cL r d 

aValid for 0.71 Pr 380  , 4

p3.5 Re 7.6 10    and 1.0 3.2s   . With: / pNu (2 )p b o ph k r ; 

p /Re 2 o p b p oU r  ; Pro
 is the Prandtl number of oil, considered equal to water 12 ; 

s  is the fluid viscosity 

in the surface temperature, considered the same as in the bulk, thus  
1 4

1s   ; 
ok  is the thermal 

conductivity of the oil, considered in the same order of magnitude of water 0.5 W/(m.K) . bFrom the 

experiment (Figure 5 of the article), 
3

,
1.1 10 mol/s

nuc
g hyd t t

dn dt 


   . From Eq. (37) of the article, the 

number of particles is 42.3 10pn    (for 1 mmpr  ). Considering even crystallization in all particles, then 

  1

, ,max ,maxg i g phyd hyd
dn dt dn dt n   . cConsidering that   1

, ,1 ,max ,maxg i g i ccap hyd
dn dt dn dt n   , where the 

number of capillaries per particle comes from Eq. (31) of the article, 
69.6 10cn   , using the 60%in   and 

500 nmcr  . dHatta number is estimated through Eq. (14) of the article. 

 

Solution of Eq. (S46) with Eqs. (S49), (S50) and (S51) gives: 

2
,

2

1
2

hyd g i

c out

w c critcap

h dn z
T T z
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 for 0 critz L   (S52) 

where 
crit crit

c cz L z L
T T

 
 , given the consideration of no thermal inertia of the inner mass of the 

particle. Therefore, the maximum temperature gradient between the capillary and the outer surface 

is at critz L : 

,max

2

1
2crit

crit hyd g i

c out c outz L
w c cap

L h dn
T T T T

k r dt
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From values of Table 1 (of the article) and  

Table S3, evaluation of Eq. (S53) gives max 35 10 Kc outT T    , which is a negligible temperature 

gradient. Even for the lower constant of crystal integration 12 25.5 10 mol/(m sPa)ik    (i.e., deeper 

penetration of gas into capillaries), the smaller capillaries 100 nmcr   and fair large particles 

10 mmpr  , the capillary/outer surface can be considered at thermal equilibrium, with 

max 0.05 Kc outT T  . 

As a general conclusion for the scenarios considered (particles in the size-scale of mm; 

capillaries in the size scale of 100’s of nm; 
ik  in the range of 12 7 210 10 mol/(m sPa)  ; and highly 

agitated systems where slip velocity between particle and bulk is non-negligible), the capillary 

walls, the outer surface of the particle and the mixture bulk can be considered at thermal 

equilibrium, 
c out bT T T  . 

 

2. Mathematic demonstrations 

Demonstration #1: finding the linear outer growth rate of a particle 
pdr dt  for application in 

Population Balance 

The linear growth of a surface relates to the gas consumption rate as: 

 

 

11

1

gh

h

dnMdL

dt A dt



 

  
  

  
 (S54) 

where A  is the growing surface area and 
h  is the hydrate density of a perfect crystal (note that 

 1 h   represents the density of the porous hydrates with empty pores). The ‘molar mass of 

hydrates’, 
hM , is a fictitious parameter (since there is not such a ‘mol of hydrates’) and needs to 

be coherent with the ‘stoichiometric relation’ adopted, here considered as 



 

 21 1G H O Hyd    . Literature diverges when adopting this ‘stoichiometric relation’, 

where in some cases the multiplier of the ‘mol of hydrates’ is 1 instead of  1  . For the 

considered relation,    1h g wM M M    , where 
gM  and wM  are the molar mass of gas 

and water. Using the expression of gas consumption due to outer growth 
,g i out

dn dt  (Eq. (11) 

of the article) in (S54) and applying to the outer surface of a spherical particle (i.e., 
pL r ; 

24 pA r ): 
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which is an ODE that expresses the outer growth of a particle. 

 

Demonstration #2: finding the gas consumption rate due to crystallization in capillary walls 

g cap
dn dt  

The gas consumption rate over the extension of one capillary (1cap) of one particle i comes from 

the crystallization law, Eq. (1) of the article. Since the gas concentration varies along the capillary 

axial direction z, then integration along the entire capillary length cL  is needed, where the 

crystallization surface of an element dz equals 2 cA r dz  (cylindrical capillary): 

    
, 2

0 0
1

2 2
c cL zg i i

w eq c c i eqz z

wcap

dn k
C H f r dz r k f C dz

dt H
       (S56) 



 

where the capillary radius variation with  z coordinate due to crystallization in the wall is neglected 

for mathematical simplification. Using the expression for gas concentration distribution inside the 

capillary (Eq. (22) of the article, where core shrinkage is neglected): 

2
,

,

c1

2

Ha

g i c
i eq out w

cap

dn r
k f C

dt


   for 

cHa 2.5cL   (S57) 

or yet returning to the primary variables: 

 , 3/2
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2g i w i
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dn D k
Cr H f
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c

L

r
  (S58) 

By: (i) substituting the expression of the gas concentration in the outer surface of the particle 

inside water 
,out wC  (Eq. (10) of the article); (ii)  recognizing that 

, , , 1g i g i c g ihyd out cap
dn dt dn dt n dn dt    ; and (iii) multiplying by the number of capillaries per 

particle cn  and the number of particles in the system 
pn ; then (iv) the total gas consumption due 

to crystallization in the capillary walls comes: 
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Demonstration #3: finding the maximum constriction rate of a capillary 
0c z

dr dt


  

The volume variation of one capillary (1cap) in an element of length dz  is related to the molar 

formation rate of hydrates by (see geometric parameters in Figure 4 of the article): 
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The hydrate formation rate is related to the gas consumption rate by the stoichiometric relation 

 21 1G H O Hyd    : 

  ,,

1 , 1 ,

1
g ih i

cap dz cap dz

dndn

dt dt
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The gas consumption rate in a capillary element dz  (with crystallizing surface 2 cA r dz , 

cylindrical capillary) comes from the crystallization law (Eq. (1) of the article): 

  ,

1 ,

2
h i i

w eq cz

wcap dz

dn k
C H f r dz

dt H
   (S63) 

By combining Eqs. (S61) to (1): 

 
        1 1

c z h i h i
w eq w eqz z

h w h w

dr M k M k
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which is an expression for the constriction rate of the capillary in any z . The maximum 

constriction rate occurs at the maximum driving force, which is in the entrance of the capillary, 

0z  . In this case, the driving force (gas concentration) comes from the boundary condition 

(Eq. (17) of the article; 
,0 out wz

C C

 ; which is related only to what is happening outside the 

capillary). The maximum constriction rate then comes: 
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